
Dear Rock Hill Friends & Family
I am so excited to be a part of the Blue Hawk nation

that is being built here on the Hill. Coach Little,

Coach Toth, and Coach Humble has done such a

great job of putting together the most amazing

group of coaches and teachers to lead Rock Hill into

2020-2021. I am honored to be on the ground floor of

building the girls' basketball program here. With this

unusual time right now I hope this newsletter will

keep parents and players informed and up to date. 

Let me introduce myself, I am Stephanie Shaw. I have

had the privilege of being both a head coach at the

high school and college level, having won a state

championship as a player in high school and also

coached a team to the state finals, I understand what

it takes for a team to finish on top and also the

heartbreak of coming up short on the big stage.
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Along the way I have come to understand that

basketball isn't about winning and losing, It is about

who we become along the way! I believe that athletics

is a tool that should be a reflection of life, in order to

prepare student-athletes for the trials and tribulations

they will face in their lives. The culture we will build

here at Rock Hill will be one based around our core

values and that we know our players will carry

throughout their lives. 

Players until we are able to meet in person we will

using Zoom, Google Classroom, and the SportsYou

app to get information to you. Sign up information

and my email address is on the next page. If you have

any questions, please reach out. 
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Hey y'all! My name is Sarah Edwards and I am

beyond excited to be a Blue Hawk and to have

the opportunity to work with Coach Shaw on

the court. I am a certified English Language

Arts & Reading teacher and have been

coaching basketball for several years now in

Plano, TX. I love the game of basketball more

than anything and have been playing my

entire life. I coach with characteristics I value

most in the forefront: faith, family,

encouragement, hard work, and empathy. I

feel strongly about the lessons and values of

the game that are taught to players, and I

hope they will help students to succeed both

on and off the court. I believe it is important

for athletes to model leadership and

compassion, and this process starts with

coaching. My love for the game and for

working with players is driven by the desire to

impact young lives and motivate others to

succeed, beyond mediocrity. I cannot wait to

work with the Rock Hill team of athletes, staff,

and community. This school is destined for

great things and I am ecstatic to be part of a

school district that is dedicated to challenging

students academically and building them up

to be profound leaders of the community!! 
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